All authors dislike finding mistakes in their writings or statements that can be misleading. We are no exception. However, we believe that it is best to identify and correct these errors as soon as possible. To this end, we have made corrections to the manual each time we have had it reprinted. This document provides a complete list of corrections that we have made since the first printing of the softcover manual in August of 2011. All of the corrections are incorporated in the current printing, which is the 8th printing of the softcover manual.

To determine which printing you own, turn to the Copyright page. On line 19, just below the text box, it provides the name of the company we used for printing services. If the line after that is blank, you have the first printing of the softcover manual. Otherwise, it will say which printing it is. The corrections are listed by printing in reverse order. If you have the 8th printing of the softcover manual, you can ignore all the corrections listed. If you have the 7th softcover printing or 1st hardcover printing, you only need to note the initial set of corrections listed below.

We differentiate corrections that may have potential implications for applied use from those that do not. Users are strongly encouraged make the former corrections directly in their copy of the manual, though the latter can be safely ignored if desired.

**Corrections from the 1st Hardcover or 7th Softcover Manual to the 8th Softcover Manual**

**Corrections that have potential implications for applied use**

p. 14, Paragraph 3, line 5: With respect to Prompt instructions, changed “The examiner can repeat a version” of the reminder to “The examiner should repeat a version” of the reminder.

p. 38, Paragraph 2, line 4: Changed “If a response is given to the card in the upright position, but the card was turned at least 90 degrees before giving a response, the @ symbol is coded.” to “If a response is given to the card in the upright position, but the card was turned from upright at least 90 degrees before the response, the @ symbol is coded.”

p. 275, Response #16: The rationale was changed from “The response communicates form and structure so Vg is not coded” to “The response communicates form and structure (explode and disperse) so Vg is not coded.”

p. 286, Counts section, CT entry: The final sentence was changed from “This includes instances when the final response orientation is designated by the sideways symbols (< or >), the upside down symbol (v), or when turning occurred but the final response was in the upright orientation (@).” to “This includes instances when the final response orientation is designated by the sideways symbols (< or >), the upside down symbol (v), or when turning from upright occurred but the final response also was in the upright orientation (@).”

p. 485, a-p section: The example was changed from “a butterfly flying away from two guys standing there.” to “a butterfly flying away from two ducks standing there.”

p. 489, Pu section: The word “typically” was removed to indicate the examiner should always provide a reminder of the instructions if four responses are given.

**Corrections that safely can be ignored**

p. 120, Paragraph 3: The non-paired closing bracket (“]”) was removed from the end of the paragraph.

p. 340, Inanimate Movement section: In the final sentence, the last comma was moved from after “originating” to after “from.”
p. 520: The Hibbard (2009) citation was removed.

**Corrections from the 6th Softcover Manual to the 1st Hardcover Manual**

**Corrections that have potential implications for applied use**

p. 79, Row “Ay”, Last 3 lines: Changed “On the other hand, arrowhead is not considered to be specific culturally, so that it would not be coded Ay unless a cultural reference is added (e.g., code Ay for “Indian arrowhead”).” to “On the other hand, an arrowhead or feather is not considered to be specific culturally, so would not be coded Ay unless a cultural reference was added (e.g., code Ay for “Indian arrowhead”).”

p. 80, Row “Cg”: Changed “Clothing, including typical items like a bowtie, shirt, dress, shoes, boots, or hat. Often clothing is seen with a human content so both are coded, for example, H, Cg. Clothing is also coded for belts, scarves, glasses and other secondary items or accessories. If clothing objects are primarily decorative or if style is emphasized, Art may also be coded.” to “Clothing, including typical items like a bowtie, shirt, dress, boots, or hat. If clothing is seen with a human content, both are coded, e.g., H, Cg. Clothing is also coded for belts, scarves, glasses and other secondary items or accessories (e.g. “a woman with a feather in her hair”). If clothing objects are primarily decorative or if style is emphasized, Art may also be coded.”

p. 110, Paragraph 2, Line 3: Changed “to the symmetry of the blot” to “to the fact the blot is the same on both sides”.

p. 139, Under “Powerful and dangerous environmental forces”: Changed “Volcano Erupting” to “Volcano”.

p. 295, Paragraph beginning “Complexity”, Second to last line: Added “As such, R is the fourth component of Complexity.” after “Protocol-Level Complexity score.”.

p. 381, Row 14, Column “Response”, Last Line: Added “(^)” after “D2).”.

**Corrections that can be safely ignored**

p. Copyright Page, beneath “Limited License to Photocopy” box: Changed “Printing by Metzgers Printing Services” to “Printing by Homewood Press”.

p. Copyright Page, beneath “Limited License to Photocopy” box: Changed “Sixth” to “First Hardcover”

p. Copyright Page, 3rd Line from bottom: Changed “978-1-937450-00-7” to “978-1-937450-03-8”

p. 4, Line 6: Added “or not” after “administration”.

p. 17, Paragraph 2, Line 4: Changed “were” to “was”.

p. 54, Table 3.10, footnote 2: Changed “original” to “originally”.

p. 81, Paragraph 3, Last line, Final punctuation: Changed “.” to “.”

p. 105, Paragraph 2, 3rd line from bottom: Added the word “response” before “the way the reds, blues and greens”.

p. 128, Paragraph beginning “The INC2”, Line 1: Changed “.” to “.” after “male and female”.
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p. 133, 3rd line: Added “,” after “Likewise”.

p. 134, Paragraph beginning “MA Pathology”, 3rd line from bottom: Added “,” after “Typically”.

p. 239, Middle column: Changed “Clouds (with Explosion, Fire, Lightening)” to “Clouds (with Explosion, Fire, Lightning)”.

p. 257, Row 27, Column “Clarification”, Line 2: Moved the “.” from before to after“(D2)”.

p. 449, Row “ODL%”, Last line: Deleted “Bornstein” after “1996”.

p. 519: Changed


to


**Corrections from the 5th to 6th Printing of the Softcover Manual**

**Corrections that have potential implications for applied use**

p. 14, Paragraph 3, Line 10: Replaced “Alternatively, if it seems the respondent clearly understands the preferred boundaries and is annoyed with repeated instructions about how many responses to give, the examiner may omit the “two, or maybe three” phrase altogether in favor of preserving rapport” with “If a respondent spontaneously returns the card before the examiner has a chance to act, a reminder that the goal is to get two or three responses per card still should be provided. However, no such reminder is needed on Card X.”

p. 23, Figure 2.2, Response 15: added “@” to the “Or” column to document card turning.

p. 23, Figure 2.2, Response 16: added “@” to the “Or” column to document card turning.

p. 23, Figure 2.2, Response 17: added “v” before “A beautiful butterfly” to document card turning.

p. 24, Line 12: Replaced “usually preferable” with “standard”.

p. 38, Paragraph under “Prompts (Pr) and Pulls (Pu)”, line 2: Added “Prompting to prevent card rejection is also coded as Pr” after “for another response.”.

p. 38, Paragraph under “Prompts (Pr) and Pulls (Pu)”, line 4: Added “or give a reminder” after “pull the card”.

p. 41, Row “Fi”: Added “hot lava” after “embers”.

p. 58, Text of the partial paragraph before “Location and Space Codes”: Now reads: “because the administration guidelines require the examiner to prompt for another response if only one response is given to a card, that examiner behavior should be coded along with the response on which it occurred; that is at the right hand end of
the line of the first response. Prompting to prevent card rejection is also recorded as a Pr here. Pu is coded with
the fourth response to any card when the examiner asks for the card back and gives a reminder. Because the Pull
and reminder take place when the respondent has given four responses, that examiner behavior is coded along
with the fourth response to the card. To clarify a related point, if the respondent gives four responses and
voluntarily hands the card back, so that only the reminder to give two or three responses is given, a Pu is still
recorded. However, if this happens on the 10th card, the reminder can be omitted and no Pu coded.”

p. 79, Section “Ad”, Line 2: Added “wings on a totem pole,” after “seashell,”.


p. 79-80, Section “Bl”: Now reads “Blood. Cuts, wounds, or menstruation described as red would also merit this
code. Red veins, arteries, or capillaries are coded An; Bl is only added if its presence is identified.”.

p. 80, Section “Fi”, Line 1: Deleted “references to” and added “hot lava,” after “embers,”.

p. 96, Row “VIII”, Column “Popular Criteria”: Added “of a mammal” after “Whole animal figure”.

p. 140, Table 4.12, Row 8: Deleted “Snake,” from Below Threshold column and replaced “Poisonous Snake”
with “Snake (unspecified)” in the Above Threshold column.

p. 145, Paragraph 3, Line 2-3: Now reads “For instance, code ODL for “It looks like ice cream but it also looks
like plastic melting” or…”.

p. 257, Row 28, Column “Response”: Added “> v” before text to document card turning.

p. 258, Row 33, Column “Response”: Added “> v” before text to document card turning.

p. 258, Row 36, Column “Response”: Added “>” before text to document card turning.

p. 258, Row 38, Column “Response”: Added “v” before text to document card turning.

p. 258, Row 43, Column “Response”: Added “>” before text to document card turning.

p. 259, Row 44, Column “Response”: Added “< v” before text to document card turning.

p. 259, Row 47, Column “Response”: Added “> v” before text to document card turning.

p. 259, Row 48, Column “Response”: Added “< v” before text to document card turning.

p. 259, Row 52, Column “Response”: Added “v” before text to document card turning.

p. 260, Row 59, Column “Response”: Added “>” after “Neat colors …” to document card turning.

p. 261, Row 68, Column “Response”: Added “<” before text to document card turning.

p. 263, Row 83, Column “Response”, Line 1: Added “> v <” before “Some…” to document card turning.

p. 264, Row 90, Column “Response”: Added “< v” before text to document card turning.

p. 273, Row 12, Column “Loc#”: Replaced “1” with “11”.
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p. 275, Row 8: Replaced “No comment.” With “Ad is coded for “wings,” just as A would have been coded had an “eagle” been identified.”

p. 366, Paragraph beneath “Summary Scores on the Page 2 Profile”, Line 1-3: Now reads: “Interpret Summary Scores on the Page 2 Profile more tentatively than Page 1 variables. In general, more extreme deviations from the expected value may be required to lend interpretive meaning to the Page 2 variables. For instance, for Page 2 variables one could consider scores to be…”

p. 381, Row 14, Column “Or”: Added “@”.

p. 381, Row 15, Column “Response”: Replaced “(^) &” with “And”.

p. 386, Row 14, Column “Or”: Added “@”.

p. 448: Below “Stress and Distress—Page 1”: Moved the row for YTVC’ that had been on Profile Page 2 (p. 455) to the row just above Inanimate Movement (i.e., YTVC’ is now the first row in the Stress and Distress section on Profile Page 1).

p. 451: Deleted the row for “V-Comp” that had been on Profile Page 1 and moved it to the Self and Other Representation section on Profile Page 2 just above Reflections (p. 457).

p. 455: As noted above, deleted the row for YTVC’ and moved it to p. 448.

Corrections that can be safely ignored

Copyright Page, beneath “Limited License to Photocopy” box: Changed “Printing by Allegra Printing Services, Inc. Fifth Printing” to “Printing by Metzgers Printing Services. Sixth Printing”.

Acknowledgments Page, under “Chapter or Section Co-Authors”: Added “Fabiano Koich Miguel”.

p. 2, Paragraph 1, Line 7: Changed “1997” to “1997a, 1997b”.

p. 13, “The Essentials: Managing the Response Phase” box, Bullet 5: Added “the” between “until” and “Clarification”.

p. 35, Paragraph 3: Replaced “either type in” with “enter” and deleted “Response field, though it is most frequently used with a”.

p. 38, Paragraph under “Card Orientation (<, v, >, @)”, line 5: Replaced “an @ symbol” with “the @ symbol”.

p. 48, Paragraph under “Peculiar Logic (PEC)”, Line 4: Deleted “the” after “is”.

p. 54, Table 3.10, Section “Cognitive Codes”: Deleted “ABS”.

p. 54, Table 3.10, Section “Thematic Codes”: Added “ABS²” in the first column and “Rapaport, Gill, & Schafer” in the second column.

p. 54: Table 3.10: Added footnote: “² Rapaport, Gill and Schafer originally considered ABS to be a type of Cognitive Code”.
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Corrections from the 4th to 5th Printing of the Softcover Manual

Corrections that have potential implications for applied use

p. 14, Paragraph 3, line 6 and 7: Added “any” before “subsequent”, added “, even if the card is spontaneously returned after a fourth” after “responses”.

p. 16, Paragraph 6, line 3: Added “repeated phrases,” after “hesitations”.

p. 27, Paragraph “Record prompts and pulls”, line 3rd from bottom: Added “Remember, we’re looking for two, maybe three responses to each card.” as new sentence before the closing quote.

p. 96, Section “X”, last line: Added “Coded for A, not ‘(A)”.

p. 121, Example 5 beneath Figure 4.4: Added “rabid” before “dive-bombing” and changed “The action is” to “The state and action are”.

p. 256, Section”6”, section “Clarification”: Replaced “D7” with “rest of card”.

p. 258, Section “43”, section “Clarification”, last line: Added “[Examiner should have asked about ‘rocky or treed area’].”

p. 274, Section “82”, section “Content”: Deleted “Ad”.

p. 274, Section “89”, section “Determinant”: Added “FD”.

p. 274, Section “96”, section “Loc#”: Changed “1” to “6”.

p. 275, Section “24”: Added “Clarification for dimensionality in the wake would have been appropriate.” as a second sentence.

p. 280, Section “89”, last 2 lines: Changed “stepped” to “stepping” and added “FD for the overlapping parts at the trapped leg.” as a final sentence.

Corrections that can be safely ignored

p. iv, Paragraph 5, line 2: Changed “Fourth Printing” to “Fifth Printing”.

p. iv, Paragraph 7, line 1 and 2: Replaced “TM” with “®”, the registered trademark symbol.
p. 2, Paragraph 3, line 2: Replaced “TM” with “®”, the registered trademark symbol.

p. 3, line 2: Replaced “TM” with “®”, the registered trademark symbol.

p. 23, Footnote 5, line 1: Changed Chapters “4 and 5” to “3 and 4”.

p. 50, Table 3.9, ODL row: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 60, Line 1: Replaced “locations area” with “location areas”.

p. 64, First of lines above images “I, D4”: Changed “Dd32” to “Dd99”.

p. 66, Line 3: Changed “here’s” to “here”.

p. 79, Section “Ad”, line 2: Added “seashell,” before “etc.”.

p. 80, Paragraph 1, line 3: Deleted duplicate “?”

p. 104, Paragraph 3, line 2: Replaced “quality” with “present”.

p. 106, Paragraph 4, last line: added “C’ is coded” after “location”.

p. 106, Footnote 24: Deleted “in the R-PAS”.

p. 130, Section “ODL”: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 131, Example 2 under “Personal Knowledge Justification (PER)”: Added “PER” to the end of the line.

p. 137, Footnote 44, line 4: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 138, Section “Weaponry and Armor”: Capitalized “bomber” in “Dive Bomber”.

p. 143, Table 4.13, section “O4”, section “Example Responses”, last line: Deleted “,” after “fangs”.

p. 291, Last Paragraph, line 2: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 292, Section ODL: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 293, In Table 8.2, punctuation was added where needed to the end of each line in the algorithm: added a comma to 1(a), “,” and” to 1(b), and a period to 1(c), 2(b), 3, 4(b), 6(b), and 7.

p. 293, In the Table of HR Classification Examples: Replaced “+” with “Sy” in the Sy column and replaced “v” with “Vg” in the Vg column.

p. 295, Section “SC-Comp”, last value: Changed “0.039” to “0.033”

pp. 304-308 and 310-314: Added page numbers.

p. 332, Table 10.1, For the text for “Responses” continuing from p. 331 in the “Response Process” Section, 3rd line from the bottom: Deleted “records” after “Pulls”.

p. 345, Section “Aggressive Content AGC”, 4th line from bottom: Added “a” before “natural”.
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p. 362, Table “10.13”, section “variables”: Replaced “Dependency” with “Dependent”.

p. 364, Section “Aggressive Content AGC”, section “Interpretation”, paragraph 3, 4th line from the bottom: Added “s” to “striving”.

p. 394, Section “18”, line 2: Replaced “Dependency” with “Dependent”.

p. 458, Section “An”, line 6: Deleted “Sexual offenders”.

p. 463, Section “Fd Content”, line 3: Replaced “Dependency” with “Dependent”.

p. 473: Tables 16.3 and 16.4 reformatted to use Times New Roman font.

p. 479: Section “Self & Other Representation”, “Variables” column: Replaced “R” with “r”

p. 482, Second line from bottom: Changed “×” to “+” before “0.0000”

p. 489, Section “ODL”, section “Description”, line 1: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 493, Footnote 10: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 495, Section “Fd”, section “Corresponding R-PAS Variable and Comments”, line 1: Changed “Dependency” to “Dependent”.

p. 525, Line beginning “Takahashi”: Added “ローラシャッハ・テスト形態水準表“ after “(2009)” and brackets placed around “Rorschach Form Quality Table”.

Corrections from the 3rd to the 4th Printing of the Softcover Manual

Corrections that have potential implications for applied use

p. 18, final line: “after the standard step of repeating the Response Phase verbalization” has been added after the word “necessary”.

p. 45, first paragraph, final line: “discussing” has become “debating”.

p. 54, Table 3.10, under “Cognitive Codes”, 2nd row: “PER” has been removed.

p. 54, Table 3.10, under “Thematic Codes”, 1st row: “PER” has been added.

p. 76, line 5: With strikeout indicating deletions and underlying indicating insertions, the text now reads “coding what he or she communicates. Because Except for the upper outside part of IX-D8 and four vertical portions of IX-Dd22, these areas are not true white space. Thus, they are not considered to be”

p. 78, Table 4.2, row “(H)”, line 2: “a man-bird” has been added after “a giant, a fairy”.

p. 78, Table 4.2, row “(H)”, line 4-5: Now reads “description, such as bipedal, having arms, or talking. “Creatures” more often refers to fictional animals are typically coded (A) or A but would be coded (H) if they have these human-like”
p. 78, Table 4.2, row “Hd”, line 3: “significant” has been removed and “needed to live” has been added after “part of the body”.

p. 78-79, Table 4.2, row “(A)”: Now reads: “An imaginary, fictional, or cartoon animal, such as a unicorn, Pegasus, Godzilla, King Kong, Nemo, Donald Duck, griffin, phoenix, teddy bear, humanoid butterfly, or dragon. Creatures, monsters, or aliens are coded often (H) but code (A) if further elaboration includes animal-like descriptions, such as four-legged, having a tail, or stalking, without pre-potent human characteristics or with a predominance of animal-like descriptions. Creatures are often coded (A) but at times this word refers to a real but unspecified animal (e.g., “Some flying creature with wings”). In the absence of elaborations suggesting (A) or (H), the default code for such responses is A.”

p. 79, Table 4.2, row “(Ad)”, line 2: “a face of a bug-person” has been added after “a cartoon rat”.

p. 81, paragraph “Real versus imaginary”, line 5 after the sentence ending with “unreal.”: Added “Thus, code H for “a person with wings,” but (H) for “it looks sort of like a person but with wings, like a winged creature,” “the mythological Greek figure, Icarus,” or “a bird-man.”

p. 81, paragraph “Real versus imaginary”, last line: Added “e.g., “Some fairytale butterfly with hands” after “(Ad)”.

p. 83, paragraph “Anatomy Responses”, line 1: Changed “D3” to “D2”.

p. 85, second paragraph, line 3-4: Now reads: “relatively accurate and relatively common. In general, they are quickly and easily seen. their shape “matches the blot pretty well” (see Chapter 13, e.g., p. 424). Overall, FQu responses are less”.

p. 95, footnote 19: Added “Thus, on Card III only humans and representations of humans are coded P; human-like objects are not” after the first sentence of the footnote.

p. 108, under heading “Texture (T)”, 4th example: Removed “, assuming the respondent somehow indicated or referred to the shaded part of the card”.

p. 108, under heading “Communication of shading”, second paragraph, line 2: Replaced “fur” with “furry object”.

p. 138, first line: Added “In general, an object that is “eating” without further elaboration would not qualify for AGM” after “activity to qualify for AGM”.

p. 140, Table 4.12: The entries have been rearranged by phylum and family and some new benchmark examples have been added. The new entries are italicized in the reorganized table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generally Below the Threshold for AGC</th>
<th>Generally Above the Threshold for AGC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protozoa, Microorganism, Algae</strong></td>
<td><strong>Virus, Germ (pathogen), Bacteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>Black Widow, Tarantula, Big Spider, Wolf Spider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee</td>
<td>Wasp, Hornet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug, Insect, Fly</td>
<td>Mosquito, Scorpion, Fire Ant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carp, Catfish, Marlin, Sailfish, Tuna</strong></td>
<td><strong>Muskellunge, Swordfish, Sawfish, Piranha, Shark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray, Manta Ray, Eel</td>
<td>Stingray, Morey Eel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snake, Garter Snake</td>
<td>Rattlesnake, Cobra, Anaconda, Poisonous Snake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguana</td>
<td>Giant Lizard, Komodo Dragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinosaur</td>
<td>Tyrannosaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally Below the Threshold for AGC</td>
<td>Generally Above the Threshold for AGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crow, Raven, Jay, Egret</td>
<td>Eagle, Falcon, Raptor, Vulture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bat, Fruit Bat</td>
<td>Vampire Bat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat, Ocelot, Polecat, Feral Cat</td>
<td>Bobcat, Lynx, Lion, Tiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog, Fox</td>
<td>Coyote, Hyena, Jackal, Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig, Hog</td>
<td>Boar or Pig with Tusks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear, Dancing Bear, Circus Bear, Panda Bear</td>
<td>Grizzly Bear, Huge Bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deer, Elk, Moose</td>
<td>Bull, Rhinoceros, or Bison with Horn(s) Identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey, Chimp, Ape</td>
<td>Gorilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policeman, Sheriff</td>
<td>Knight, Ninja, Samurai, Soldier, Warrior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigfoot, Yeti</td>
<td>King-Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant, Creature</td>
<td>Monster, Gargoyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost (unspecified)</td>
<td>Poltergeist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal parts: Used for ornamentation or walking, such as hooves, horns, antlers</td>
<td>Animal parts: Used for clenching, grabbing, stinging, such as claw, pincers, tentacles, mandibles, tusks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p. 144, row “O7. Oral Instruments”, column “Elaboration & Exclusions”: Added “Code thermometer only if it is clearly for oral use”.

p. 166, second line after table: “No clarification is needed” has become “No further clarification for color is needed”.

p. 258, row “36”, column “Response”: Inserted “in” before “D1”.

p. 260, row “60” column “Clarification”, line 2: “(D1)” has become “(D11)”.

p. 273, row “49”, column “Loc #”: “1” has become “11”.

p. 274, row “60”, column “Loc #”: “1” has become “11”.

p. 274, row “74”, column “Thematic”: Added “COP”

p. 274, row “77”, column “Card”: “X” has become “IX”.

p. 274, row “79”, column “FQ”: “o” has become “-”.

p. 275, row “12”, column “Coding Rationale”: Now reads: “FQu because human at D1 is FQu, so extrapolate for “ghost.” At D1 Human is FQ– and H or H-like Head is FQo. For these ghosts a whole figure is implied but they are seen as “blobs” without clear form, so code FQu.”

p. 275, row “18”, column “Coding Rationale”, last line: Added “E should have clarified “holes” for dimensionality (FD or V).” after “SI is coded.”.

p. 277, row “52”, column “Coding Rationale”: Now reads: “FQu due to extrapolation because Inverted card has “torches with smoke” is FQo upside down and as FQu: upright “fire with smoke” is FQu right-side up. The response objects are vague (unlike “torches”) making orientation less important; code FQo. C’ rather than Y for smoke because the respondent said it was due to color. Not enough definite form for FC.”

p. 278, row “60”, column “Coding Rationale”: The second sentence now reads: “FQu by extrapolation: although Tree is not listed at D4 D11, foliage is FQu o, plant is u, and shrubs are u, and thus by extrapolation tree would be coded FQu; fire at D3 is o FQo.”
p. 279, row “79” column “Coding Rationale”, last sentence beginning with “Despite” was deleted and replaced with “Although a human or human-like figure with wings would be coded FQo, a human face to the W is listed as FQ- so it is coded FQ-.”

p. 281, row “93”, column “Coding Rationale”, line 7: Added “or breasts” after “ODL for ovaries”.

p. 363, row “PHR Proportion”, column “Interpretation”, third paragraph, line 3: Added “generally” before “unreliable”.

p. 382, row “19”, column “Response”, last 2 lines: Added “(D4)” after “light green” and added “(D5)” after “the flags”.

p. 383, row “22”, column “Clarification”, last line: Added “[Could clarify within for dimensionality.]” after “in the other direction.”.

p. 384, Figure 11.1: Added “13 = W” next to Card VI on the location chart.

p. 386, Figure 11.2: Added “SI” code to response 22.

p. 387, Figure 11.3: Corrected to list SI = 8 rather than 7.

p. 388, paragraph 1, line 1: “(see Figures 13.4 and 13.5” has become “(see Figures 11.4 and 11.5”.

p. 388, paragraph 1, line 5: Removed “the Ego Impairment Index (EII-3 = 121),”.

p. 388, paragraph 1, line 8: Changed “(SI = 127)” to “(SI = 130)”.

p. 388, paragraph 1, line 11-12: Removed “though the general level of disturbance suggested by his EII-3 elevation will need to be considered carefully”.

p. 389, line 10: Removed “EII-3,”.

p. 389, paragraph 5, line 6: Changed “85” to “84”.

p. 390, paragraph 6, line 9-10: Lines have been changed to read “to the environment in making his way through life (M/MC = 446 118). Although his Color Dominance Proportion is would be considered average [(CF+C)/SumC = 99], we would do not interpret it because it is based on just two relevant responses”.

p. 391, paragraph “11”, line 6: “121” has become “118”.

p. 391, paragraph “11”, line 9: “117” has become “115”.

p. 391, paragraph “11”, line 6: “113” has become “111”.

p. 393, paragraph “15”, line 1: Removed “quite”.

p. 393, paragraph “15”, line 1: “117” has become “114”.

p. 393, paragraph “15”, line 11: “111” has become “110”.

p. 393, paragraph “15”, line 13: “105” has become “103”.

p. 394, paragraph “17”, line 2: “6.9” has become “7.0”.
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p. 395, paragraph “20”, line 6: “132” has become “131”.

p. 396, paragraph, “23”, third line from bottom: “127” has become “130”.

p. 397, paragraph “25”, 7 lines from bottom: Added “very” before “high”.

p. 397, paragraph “25”, 6 lines from bottom: “115)” has become “122) and”.

p. 398, paragraph “28”, line 3: “125” has become “127”.

p. 405, Figure 11.5: Corrected to list 8 SI rather than 7, with %tile = 97 and SS = 130.

p. 407, Figure 11.7: Corrected to list 8 SI rather than 7, with Complexity Adjusted %tile = 97 and SS = 128.

p. 408, Figure 11.8: Corrected to list 8 SI rather than 7, with updated %tiles and SSs.

**Corrections that can be safely ignored**

p. 59, Paragraph “Location numbers”, line 4: “location” has become “locations”.

p. 60, “Procedures for Coding Location”, entry 1) b): “a D location” has become “a listed D location”.

p. 73, first line beneath 3 images of Card X: “Dd29” has become “DdS29”.

p. 88, paragraph beginning “CP”, line 3: Removed duplicate “.” after “clarifies”.

p. 133, second paragraph, line 4: first “or” is no longer italicized.

p. 139, second paragraph, line 7: “Rhinos” has become “Rhinoceroses”.

p. 139, third paragraph, line 2: “code” has become “coded”.

p. 139, paragraph “‘This or that’ responses” line 1: Replaced “Finally, in situations” with “In situations”.

p. 167, 3rd bullet point: Added “;” after “blue”.

p. 175, row “V”: Removed “,” after “(D4)”.

p. 180, line 2: “2003” has become “1993”.

p. 256, row “4”, column “Response”, line 1: Replaced “Also could” with “Could”.

p. 262, row “79”, column “Clarification”, line 3: Removed “,” after “eyes” and “(Dd27))” was corrected to “(Dd27),”.

p. 322: Under section “b” the bullet style for the subparagraphs changed from lowercase roman numerals to lowercase letters.

p. 324, bullet “e”, second to last line: Added “Profile” before “Appendix” and “of the results” after “Appendix”.

p. 325-328: The alphabetical listing of bullet points was corrected after “g)”.
Corrections from the 2nd to the 3rd Printing of the Softcover Manual

Corrects that have potential implications for applied use

p. 13, bullet 3-b under “The Essentials: Managing the Response Phase” has become 3-c and the wording has been changed to “Make sure additional responding is not just an elaboration of the first response”.

p. 13, a new bullet 3-b has been added under “The Essentials: Managing the Response Phase,” which reads “The first time it’s needed provide a reminder to give two responses, maybe three”.

p. 29, bullet 3-b under “Managing the Response Phase” has become 3-c and the wording has been changed to “Make sure additional responding is not just an elaboration of the first response”.

p. 29, a new bullet 3-b has been added under “The Essentials: Managing the Response Phase,” which reads “The first time it's needed provide a reminder to give two responses, maybe three”.

p. 41, line 9-10 under “Synthesis and vagueness”: Replaced “green mountain” with “green field”.

p. 78, line 2 of row “(H)” in Table 4.2: Replaced “doll” with “fairy”

p. 78, final line of row “(H)” in Table 4.2: Replaced “person” with “giant.”

p. 78, Table 4.2, row “Hd”, line 1-2: Added “wig,” after “chest,”.

p. 80, row “Ex”, line 1: Added “a rocket blasting off,” after “bomb blasts,”.
p. 80, row “Fi”: Replaced all with “Fire, including references to flames, embers, or smoke. Just steam or contrails from planes would not be Fi, but colored exhaust or blast from an engine would be Fi rather than Ex.”.

p. 82, second paragraph, line 4: Replaced “leaf” with “landmass”.

p. 82, 3rd line up from the bottom of “Sy” paragraph: Replaced “(DS7)” with “(DS5)”.

p. 101, line 2 in “Anticipatory movements”: Replaced “will be coded for movement” with “will be coded for the movement that is about to take place”.


p. 101, bullet 2 under “a versus p threshold examples”: Replaced “staring,” with “‘looking,’ and”.

p. 105, paragraph “Multiple color/form codes with multiple object responses”, line 1: Replaced “Responses” with “Color is coded on a per object basis and responses”.

p. 106, line 3: Replaced “Card II” with “Card III”

p. 110, paragraph 2 under heading “Reflection (r)”, line 3: Replaced “When one is not sure whether there is a Reflection” with “When the communication of Reflection is ambiguous”.

p. 140, Table 4.12: Added a new row, placing “Ghost (unspecified)” between “Giant, Creature” and “Dinosaur” and added “Poltergeist” between “Monster” and “Tyrannosaurus”.

p. 140, Table 4.12: Replaced the blank row on the “Above the Threshold” side with “Bull, Rhinoceros, or Bison with Horn(s) Identified.”

p. 158, Table 5.1, line 3 under “Determinants”: Replaced “M” with “m.”

p. 160, Table 5.2: Replaced “Content” with “Response” and “Response” with “Clarification.”

p. 190: Updated contours for images of D1 and D6 with dotted lines to indicate ambiguity about the boundary near D4 and made the same corrections in the body of the table on pp. 191 and 193.

p. 216: Updated contours of D4 with dotted lines to indicate ambiguity about the boundary near Dd31 and made the same change in the body of the table on p. 219.
p. 238: Updated contours for D3 with dotted lines to indicate ambiguity about the boundary near Dd28 and made the same change in the body of the table on p. 240.

p. 249, item 13 under D8: Replaced “Not Otherwise Listed to This Area” with “Not Listed, Fitting Contours.”

p. 257, R# 28, Clarification, line 3: Replaced “Standing on a cliff” with “And the Cliff”.

p. 259, R# 49, Response, last line: Replaced “D1” with “D11”.

p. 260, R# 58, Card: Replaced “VII” with “VI”.

p. 260, R# 58, Response: Replaced “D6” with “D5”.

p. 260, R# 58, Clarification, line 6: Replaced “like the cutaway of the edge” with “like its cutaway at the edge”.

p. 269: In the location chart, “58=W” has been moved to Card VI, just below “57 = W”.

p. 272: In the location chart, “97 = W” has been deleted and “97 – ” has been added before “transsexual”.

p. 273, Table 7.2, Response #4, R-Opt Column: Replaced “Pu” with “Pr”.

p. 273, Table 7.2, Response #15, Loc Column: Replaced “D” with “Dd”.

p. 273, Table 7.2, response 22, column P: Removed “P.”

p. 273, Table 7.2, Response #41, Thematic Column: Added “COP”

p. 273, Table 7.2, Response #48, Content Column: Replaced “A” with “Ad”.

p. 274, Table 7.2, Response #61, FQ Column: Replaced “o” with “n”.

p. 274, Table 7.2, Response #66, Determinant Column: Replaced “CF” with “C”.
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p. 274, Table 7.2, Response #79, Content Column: Replaced “A” with “H”.

p. 274, Table 7.2, Response #89, Loc Column: Replaced “D” with “W”; Loc# Column: Deleted “1,6”.

p. 274, Table 7.2, Response #96, Thematic Column: Added “MOR” after “AGM”.

p. 275, Table 7.3, row 9: Added “Individual flowers have a form demand and the communication about shape and petals rules out Vg.” after “CP.”.

p. 275, Table 7.3, row 15: Replaced all with “This is an atypical response when it comes to assigning location. Historically, this image of the crab at D1 with a claw at D12 has been coded as Dd, even though this percept occurs frequently enough that it actually meets criteria for a D designation. Nonetheless, like percepts of other single objects that are formed from the combination of D1 and D12, it is still coded as Dd. “Claws” have potential for harm and are given as an example in the AGC coding section.”.

p. 275, Table 7.3, row 16: Replaced “No comment” with “The response communicates form and structure so Vg is not coded.”.

p. 275, Table 7.3, row 19: Replaced “No comment” with “Praying hands are from a single person so no Sy or 2.”.

p. 276, Table 7.3, row 25: Replaced “it appears they are getting ready to kiss so Mp” with “rather than kissing, code Mp rather than Ma”.

p. 276, Table 7.3, row 27: Replaced “No comment” with “Form specification of the plant preceded color so it was coded FC rather than CF. However, if the last two sentences of the CP were reversed, it would be coded CF.”.

p. 276, Table 7.3, row 41, last line: Added “, but the coordinated activity warrants a COP.” after “MAH”.

p. 277, Table 7.3, row 48, last line: Added “Even though the wording sounded like A, the head exhausts the D2 location, so Ad is coded rather than A.” after “not Mp”.

p. 278, Table 7.3, row 66, last line: Added “The symbol has no form and is not in a clear positional relationship to other objects so C is coded rather than CF.” after “Color is coded”.

p. 279, Table 7.3, row 77, last line: Added “The statement “I don't know if it is just the color” suggests color is the primary determinant over form so CF is coded” after “DR is not coded”.

p. 279, Table 7.3, row 79 line 4-5: Replaced “Code both Hd for face and A for butterfly” with “Code both Hd for face and H for “a person,” even though it is “sorta like a butterfly with wings.”.

p. 280, Table 7.3, row 86, last line: Added “, though the submissive posture leads to coding p rather than a” to the end of the final sentence.

p. 280, Table 7.3, row 90, last line: Added as a new final sentence: “Digestion, like eating, is a natural process of consumption. Had there been more emphasis on the food being destroyed or broken apart MOR could be considered.”.

p. 281, Table 7.3, row 93, last line: Added as a new final sentence: “There was no communication suggesting space was being used in any way, so SI is not coded.”.

p. 336 and 337, in “Codes” column: Added “%” after all instances of “CritCont.”
p. 343, row “Form”, column “Codes”: Replaced “F%” with “Included in F%.”

p. 345, rows for “Aggressive Movement” and “Morbid Content,” column “Codes”: Added “%” after “CritCont.”

p. 372, Table 10.16, row Critical Contents, column Interpretation, paragraph 1, last line: Deleted “and Fire”.

p. 456, Table 15.1, row Critical Contents%, column Administration Behaviors and Observations, line 8: Added “Fi+” between “Ex+” and “Sx+”.

p. 506, Table “G.1”, Header row: Replaced “Can view profiled results” with “Can view, print, or download all results.” Replaced “Can download response and” with “Can download file of response and.” And replaced “protocol level normative data” with “protocol level normative data for each case.”

** Corrections that can be safely ignored **

All hyphens are replaced by em dashes or minus signs, as appropriate (e.g., all instances of “M-” are replaced with “M–”).

p. iv, line 30: Added “Third Printing”.

p. iv, line 32: Added “with Gregory Meyer.”.

p. vi, line 1: Replaced “In addition to those who have co-authored chapters or sections of this manual, we gratefully thank” with “We gratefully thank those who have co-authored chapters or sections of this manual, as well as”.

p. vi, before “Research Collaborators” section: Added a new section heading “Chapter or Section Co-Authors” followed by this list of names: “Robert F. Bornoine, Nicolae Dumitrascu, Ramona Dumitrascu, Elizabeth Koonce, Helena Lunazzi, Fatima Miralles, Regina Sonia Gattas Fernandes do Nascimento, Ricardo Primi, Norma Lottenberg Semer, Yoriko Takahashi, Anna Elisa de Villemor-Amaral, and Latife Yazigi”.

p. vi: Added “(Continued)” to bottom of page.

p. xiii, line 4: Replaced ‘To’ with ‘to’.

p. 6, line 12: Replaced 'relationship' with 'process'.

p. 7, lines 8-9: Deleted the sentence "If desired, the examiner may sit slightly behind the respondent, but facing in the same direction."

p. 21, line 2 under “Laptop Documentation”: Replaced “five” with “six”.

p. 21, line 5 under “Laptop Documentation”, after “Clarification Phases” added “, followed by a narrow column to designate prompts and pulls”.

p. 23, Figure 2.2, “Card #” column heading was replaced with “Cd #”, and the “R” column heading was replaced with “R#”.

p. 29, bullet 1 under “Managing the Response Phase”: Added “,” after “What might this be?”.

p. 53, last line on the page: Replaced “The following table” with “Table 3.11.”
p. 177, row “X”, lower cell, line 2: Replaced “keyword” with “key word”.

p. 183, Card heading: Added “P = W – Bat or butterfly (head at D1)” after “Card I.”

p. 191, Card heading: Added “P = D1 – Bear, dog, elephant, or lamb; usually head or upper body” after “Card II.”

p. 196, Card heading: Added “P = D9 – Whole human figure or representation of one (e.g. doll)” after “Card III.”

p. 205, Card heading: Added “P = W or D7 – Whole human or human-like figure [i.e., coded H or (H)]” after “Card IV.”

p. 211, Card heading: Added “P = W – Bat or butterfly (head at D6 area)” after “Card V.”

p. 217, Card heading: Added “P = W or D1 – animal skin, hide, rug, or pelt” after “Card VI.”

p. 225, Card heading: Added “P = D9 – Human head or face (often with other features too)” after “Card VII.”

p. 231, Card heading: Added “P = D1 – Whole animal (unspecified type or consistent with contours)” after “Card VIII.”

p. 239, Card heading: Added “P = D3 – Human or human-like figure” after “Card IX.”

p. 247, Card heading: Added “P = D1 – Crab or spider” after “Card X.”

p. 258, R# 43, Response, last line: Deleted “(W)”.

p. 259, R# 52, Response: Deleted “(W)”.

p. 260, R# 58, Response: Deleted “(W)”.

p. 261, R# 64, Response: Added a space after “D2”.

p. 275, Table 7.3, row 7: Replaced “since” with “because”.

p. 276, Table 7.3, row 28, last line: Deleted “The”.

p. 276, Table 7.3, row 41: Replaced “... .” with “...”.

p. 283 & 284: Updated the Code Sequence and Counts and Calculations tables with current formatting.

p. 290, last line of “Blend” description: Moved the period inside the ending quotation mark.

p. 295, line 3, paragraph beginning “Complexity”: Replaced “(1) Location and Object” with “(1) Location, Space, and Object.”

p. 300, last line: Replaced “(See Appendix F)” with “(See Appendix E).”

p. 321, first paragraph under “3) Pre-Interpretation Activities”; replaced the bullet point with “a)” and then re-sequenced the remaining paragraphs in this section so that the former “a)” became “b)”, “b)” became “c)”, etc.

p. 327, line 4 from bottom of point “iii”: Replaced “imaginative, and” with “imaginative and.”
Corrections from the 1st to the 2nd Printing of the Softcover Manual

Corrections that have potential implications for applied use

p. 11, 8 lines from bottom: Added "(and regardless of the answer, treat the protocol cautiously)" to the end of point #3.

p. 13, line 13: Added "(a second response is not required)" to the end of 3.c.

p. 23, Figure 2.2, an “R-Opt” column was added on the right.
p. 29, bullet #3 under “Coping with Possible Coaching or Motivated Distortion in Responding”: Added “(and regardless of the answer, treat the protocol cautiously).”

p. 29, point C under bullet #3, under “Managing the Response Phase”: Added “(a second response is not required).”

p. 61, bullet for Card II right above the lowermost images: Replaced “DdS5,3” with “Dd99(5+3).”

p. 61, bullet for Card X right above the lowermost images: Replaced “Dd1,12” with “Dd99(1+12).”

p. 115, example 2 under “DR1”: Replaced “This part would say” with “If it could talk this part would say.”

p. 128, line 1 under “Overlapping Cognitive Codes”: Added “for those features” after “Cognitive Code.”

p. 128, line 2 under “Overlapping Cognitive Codes”: Replaced “INC” with “INC1”

p. 128, line 4 under “Overlapping Cognitive Codes”: Replaced “kind” with “kinds” and “and many eyes” with “and eyes here”.

p. 129, line 1: Replaced “rather than INC1” with “rather than FAB1 or INC1.”

p. 135, 5th example beginning “Two people tied to a stake”: Replaced last sentence with “MAP both because the people have been tied to a stake by someone and because they are being damaged by the fire.

p. 140, line 1: Replaced “They each have bloodied (AGC) the other” with “they’re evil (AGC) and each has blooded the other.”

p. 144, line 3 beneath “Table 4.13”: Replaced “praying mantis [D4]” with “praying mantis [D5].”

p. 144, line 3 beneath “Table 4.13”: Replaced “horseshoe crab [D7]” with “horseshoe crab [D8].”

p. 169, line 1 within lower row of row II in Table 5.7: Replaced “(along with MOR and AGP as Thematic Codes)” with “(along with MOR as a Thematic Code).”

p. 277, line 1, row “47”: Deleted “relative emphasis is not part of the coding criteria for SR.”

P 279, line 2-3, row “74”: Replaced: “No spontaneous permissive context (e.g.; not identified as Siamese twins), so PEC” with “Even though there is some tentativeness, there is no spontaneous permissive context (e.g.; not identified as conjoined twins), so PEC is coded.”

pp. 304 – 308, Table 9.4: Added “%” to end of the variable name listed in the “Variables” column for rows 6, 11, 12, 39, 40, 51, 52, 53, 54, 81, 86, 115, 117, 137, 138, 139, 140, and 154.

pp. 310 – 314, Table 9.6: Added “%” to end of the variable name listed in the “Variables” column for rows 6, 11, 12, 39, 40, 51, 52, 53, 54, 81, 86, 115, 117, 137, 138, 139, 140, and 154.

p. 339, line 1-2, second paragraph of row “Minus”: Replaced “give about 20% FQ– responses, they are not” with “give about 9% FQ– responses, one or two of them in a protocol are not.”

p. 358, rows 3, 4, and 5 of column “Level”: Replaced “3.5” with “~3.0”; “2” with “~2.0”; and “0.5” with “~1.0”.

p. 359, line 6-11, row “FQ-%, General”: Replaced all, beginning with “Because”, with “Because about 10% of nonpatient responses are coded FQ–, the presence of one or two FQ– responses in a record should not be taken.
as a sign of pathology. It is important to recognize, too, that even for high functioning people it is not all that rare to see idiosyncratic interpretations of situations or faulty attributions to events.”

p. 382, line 1, row “VII, 17” of column “Response”: Replaced “These looks like it looks like” with “These look like... It looks like.”

p. 391, line 4 from bottom: Replaced “Burrying” with “Burrowing.”

p. 394, line 5-6, paragraph “18”: Added “(MAP = 116, from the Appendix)” after “Mutuality of Autonomy Pathology codes.”

p. 394, line 5-6, paragraph “18”: Replaced “(MAP/MAHP = 115; MAH = 90)” with “(MAH = 90).”

p. 429, line 4 of the text, paragraph 1: Replaced “patients and nonpatients in the Dean sample” with “patients in the Dean sample from nonpatients.”

p. 459, line 1-2 from bottom, row “Adjusted D”: Replaced “EA or D” with “MC or MC – PPD (i.e.; EA or D using CS terms).”

p. 478, row 1 beneath “Stress & Distress”: Replaced “M” with “m.”

Corrections that can be safely ignored

Page numbers in the first and second printing are identical except in the 2nd printing the references end on p. 527 rather than 526. Because of this, in the 2nd printing the Index starts on p. 529 rather than p. 527.

p. iv, line 30: Added “Second Printing”.

p. v, line 17: Deleted 'Anne Andronikof' (at her request).

p. v, line 25: Deleted 'John E. Exner' (at his daughter's request).

p. 48, line 6-7: Added “, though Kleiger (1999) reviews additional codes and distinctions that may be considered in the future.”

p. 93, line 3 of “Step 1”: Replaced “anatomical” with “anatomy.”

p. 100, line 2: Replaced “or” with “of.”

p. 110, line 6 within paragraph “Reflection (r)”: Replaced “seen on the opposite sides” with “seen on opposite sides.”

p. 110, line 7 within paragraph “Reflection (r)”: Replaced “location on the either side of” with “location on either side of.”

p. 112, line 3 of paragraph “Levels of Severity for Cognitive Codes”: Replaced “that” with “the.”

p. 115, second to last line in 3rd paragraph: Replaced “Interpretively” with “Similarly.”

p. 116, example 6 under “DR1”: Replaced 2nd “its” with “it’s.”
p. 121, line 1 under “Example 1”: Replaced “plausible” with “implausible.”

p. 128, line 4 under “Overlapping Cognitive Codes”: Replaced “(INC1) to D1” with “(INC1 to D1.”

p. 128, line 5 under “Overlapping Cognitive Codes”: Added a closing quote to the end of the line.

p. 131, line 6 from bottom: Replaced “Self-image in way” with “Self-image in a way.”

p. 136, line 1 above paragraph “MAH and COP”: Deleted “mutual and autonomous.”

p. 137, second line from the bottom: Replaced “movement code would be coded AGM” with “movement code and would be coded AGM.”

p. 138, line 3 of footnote: Replaced “amongst” with “among.”

p. 139, line 5 of second paragraph under “Context and AGC”: Replaced “Also, the synonym for a domesticated animal (“tame”) suggests that that such animals would not generally qualify as AGC” with “Also, tame or domesticated animals do not usually qualify for AGC.”

p. 139, 3rd paragraph under “Context and AGC”: Replaced “Crabs are commonly reported objects. However, they are not generally viewed as dangerous to people. So we code the identification of their claws, but not them on their own” with “Crabs, which are commonly reported object, are not generally viewed as dangerous to people. However, their claws or pincers are, so these are coded when they are mentioned.”

p. 153, line 1 under “I, W, RP”: Replaced “some one’s” with “someone’s.”

p. 169, line 2 within lower row of row II in Table 5.7: Replaced “a question second question” with “a second question.”

p. 171, 3rd line of paragraph after the “Overly global and inefficient questions” paragraph: Deleted the comma before “is usually not advisable.”

p. 173, line 2 of paragraph just above Table 5.8: Replaced “closes with an table” with “closes with a table.”

p. 177, line 2 of lower row of row VIII: Replaced “amongst” with “among.”

p. 179, line 2 from bottom of first paragraph: Replaced: “lead” with “led.”

p. 180, line 3, 3rd paragraph: Replaced “an” with “a”

p. 181, line 4: Replaced first “are” with “is.”

p. 275, Table 7.3, line 1, row “1”: Replaced “applies” with “apply.”

p. 282, line 2 from bottom, row “98”: Replaced “targeted” with “target.”

p. 294, line 2-3 of the second paragraph: Replaced “equivalent” with “equivalents” and replaced “a FQ–% of 28% would” with “an FQ–% of 28 would.”

p. 327, footnote 66: Replaced “For more in-depth discussion of card pull, see Exner & Erdberg (2005) and Weiner (2003)” with “For additional discussions of card pull, see Exner and Erdberg (2005), Peterson (2010), and Weiner (2003).”
p. 328, line 1: Deleted “test imagery.”

p. 333, line 4 from bottom of row “Uncommon Detail”: Replaced “perfectionist” with “perfectionistic.”

p. 335, line 4 from bottom of row “Whole Human-Like Content”: Replaced “themselves” with “him or herself.”

p. 341, line 8-9 of row “Shading”: Replaced “their environment” with “their psychological environment.”

p. 343, line 2-3, row “Form”: Replaced “it denotes” with “they involve.”

p. 348, line 2, paragraph 4: Added “;,” after “Bright.”

p. 352, line 1-2 of row “Form %, High”: Replaced “features in their internal or external environment” with “features in his or her internal or external world.”

p. 354, row 5-6 from bottom of row “MC – PPD, General”: Replaced “features in their internal or external environment” with “features in his or her internal or external world.”

p. 358, line 1, row 5 of column “Interpretation”: Replaced “The ability” with “Indicates the ability.”

p. 365, row 2-3 “Vigilance Composite, High”: Deleted “with interpersonal wariness and distancing” as the last clause of the first sentence.

p. 371, line 2, row “Color Blended with Shading and Achromatic Color, General”: Replaced “it” with “they.”

p. 372 – 373, row “Critical Contents, General”: The first paragraph was duplicated after the second paragraph, so the duplicate was deleted.

p. 375, line 2, row “Aggressive Movement, General”: Deleted “-” after “defined.”

p. 375, line 5, row “Aggressive Movement, General”: Replaced “(‘ with ‘,” after “manipulated.”

p. 376, under “variables”: Deleted “(Continued) T”.

p. 379, line 1, row “II, 3” of column “Clarification”: Replaced “graduation” with “gradation.”

p. 379, line 2 from bottom, row “II, 4” of column “Clarification”: Deleted the period after “(touches card).”

p. 420, line 4: Deleted “we.”

p. 448, line 2, row “Diffuse Shading”: Deleted the comma after the period following the first sentence.

p. 452, last line, row “Space Integration SI”: Replaced “support” with “supports.”

p. 453, line 2, row “Intellectualized Content IntCont”: Deleted the second instance of “the.”

p. 454, last line of row “Form Dimension FD”: Added “;,” after “psychodynamic therapy.”

p. 455, line 3, row “YTVC’”: Added “(Kleiger, 1992)” after “maladaptive.”

p. 458, last line, row “AGM”: Added “it” after “because.”
p. 458, line 6, row “PER Personal Knowledge Justification”: Deleted “,” after “adult.”

p. 459, line 2, row “Sum Shading > (FM + m)”: Replace “markeer” with “marker.”

p. 463, line 5, row “TDI”: Replace “r = 85” with “r = .85.”

p. 464, line 3 from bottom, row “Extended Aggression Scores: AgPast, AgPot, SM”: Replaced “(2009)” with “(2005).”

p. 465, last line, paragraph 1: Deleted the second period.

p. 485, line 2 row “C’”: Replaced “,” with “.” after “coat”.

p. 493, heading: Replaced “To” with “to.”

p. 512, last line, paragraph 1: Deleted the second period.


p. 527: In the second printing the Subject Index starts on page 529. In the following the page number before the slash corresponds to the Index page from the first printing and the page number after the slash corresponds to the Index page for the second printing.


p. 528/530, under “D” for “Determinants”: Replaced “by card and location, 165-66” with “by card and location, 165.”

p. 528/530, under “H” for “Human Content”: Replaced “interpretation, 374” with “interpretation, 373.”

p. 530/532, under “P” for “Passive Movement Proportion”: Replaced “interpretation, 375” with “interpretation, 374.”

p. 531/533, under “S” for “Scoring Program”: Replaced “scoring program, 284, 502-26” with “scoring program, 284, 502-27.”

p. 531/533, under “S” for “Scoring Program, Tables option for entering codes”: Replaced “using, 503-26” with “using, 503-27.”

p. 531/533, under “S” for “SumH”: Replaced “interpretation, 374” with “interpretation, 373.”
p. 531/533, under “S” for “Summary Score and Profile”: Replaced “examples, 404-526” with “examples, 404-527.”

p. 531/533, last item before “Y”, “www.r-pas.org”: Replaced “26” with “27.”